THE GEOGRAPHY OF CAMPAIGN
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Constitutional law is committed to a principle of geographic self-government: congressional districts and states are separately located and entitled to select different officials to send to Congress. James Madison explained in The Federalist Papers that checks and balances would only work if different places and their different politics were empowered to compete with and constrain one another. While constitutional law makes place significant for congressional elections, campaign finance law does not. Those with the resources to contribute often and in large amounts to congressional campaigns primarily reside in a few neighborhoods in a few metropolitan areas. Campaign finance law imposes no limitations and minimal disclosure on contributions from these places to other districts and states—places quite different than the ones where contributors reside. The result is that a few metropolitan areas dominate contributions to congressional campaigns.

Campaign finance law thus allows Congress to be controlled by very few places, dramatically undermining geographic self-government. While scholars have devoted substantial attention to other problematic features of money in politics, the geography of campaign finance law is a different constitutional problem justifying different constitutional solutions. This Article considers two types of legal responses: those that focus special attention on where campaign contributions are beginning and those that focus special attention on where campaign contributions are ending. While
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both types of solutions have their own respective constitutional benefits and negatives, they both share a common insight. Only by making campaign finance law conscious of place can we begin to address the problems of the geography of campaign finance law.
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INTRODUCTION

A few places in the United States control congressional elections in the rest of the country. A handful of metropolitan areas now feature the wealthiest Americans who contribute at substantially greater rates and in
substantially greater amounts to congressional campaigns. Campaign finance law imposes no limitations and minimal disclosure on contributions from these places to other districts and states—places quite different than the ones where contributors reside. After cases like Citizens United v. FEC and McCutcheon v. FEC, campaign finance law even indirectly privileges the types of independent spending vehicles concentrated in wealthier metropolitan areas.

The result is simple but profound: donors in five percent of the nation’s zip codes—concentrated in the nation’s major metropolitan areas—contribute more than three times as much in itemized contributions to federal elections than the rest of the country combined, with similar numbers being true of congressional elections in particular. As one even more recent study found, “[t]he average member of the House received just 11% of all campaign funds from donors inside the district,” with a handful of metropolitan areas dominating the list of donors. Different political communities elsewhere in the United States exercise limited power to select their own members to Congress. Places as divergent as Pittsburgh or Portland—or the rural areas surrounding them—have their voices in congressional elections drowned out by the voices of places like Houston or Los Angeles.

These circumstances raise a problem of constitutional proportion: they undermine our constitutional commitment to geographic self-government structuring how Congress is elected. James Madison thought it crucial that the Congress created by the new Constitution would represent the many

---

2. See infra Part II.B.
6. See Gimpel, Lee & Kaminski, supra note 1, at 631–32.
different places in the American “large republic.” This feature of legislative design was crucial not just for the success of the Congress, but also for the success of the entire Constitution. Madison explained that “local situation[s]” would shape ideological priorities and perspectives. Madison’s argument about political spillovers has been validated by political scientists. Checks and balances would operate only if “opposite and rival interests” competed with and constrained one another, and those in different places would always have opposite and rival interests because they were in different places.

Scholars have yet to grapple with these problems fully. For those few scholars paying attention to the geography of campaign finance law, the details of where campaign contributions come from and where they go are largely ignored. By and large, the intellectual oxygen related to campaign finance law has been occupied by those focusing on the constitutional dimensions of the power that the wealthy enjoy to shape federal elections.


12. For those critical of campaign contributions flowing across districts and states, see John Paul Stevens, Six Amendments: How and Why We Should Change the Constitution 59 (2014) (“[I]t is unwise to allow persons who are not qualified to vote—whether they be corporations or nonresident individuals—to have a potentially greater power to affect the outcome of elections than eligible voters have.”); Anthony Johnstone, Outside Influence, 13 ELECTION L.J. 117, 117 (2014) (“The article suggests [the constitutionality] of . . . state regulations of outside influence across a range of political activities.”). For those supportive of this practice, see Jessica Bulman-Pozen, Partisan Federalism, 127 HARV. L. REV. 1077, 1135–42 (2014); Todd E. Pettys, Campaign Finance, Federalism, and the Case of the Long-Armed Donor, 81 U. CHI. L. REV. DIALOGUE 77 (2014). Richard Briffault is the rare scholar to identify the geographically-limited origins of campaign contributions. See Richard Briffault, Of Constituents and Contributors, 2015 U. CHI. LEGAL F. 29, 36 (2015) (“[M]ost . . . non-constituent money comes . . . from further away.”).

13. See, e.g., Lawrence Lessig, Republic, Lost: How Money Corrupts Congress—and A Plan to Stop It (2011) (defining campaign finance reform to address the power of the wealthy as the “only issue in this country” and the issue to which “every important issue in American politics today is
The geography of campaign finance law is a conceptually different and prior problem. Communities defined by the absence of wealth are different communities than the geographical communities that the Constitution protects. A primary reason why wealthy communities controlling elections is a problem in the first place is because it leaves other Americans who constitute a separate political community without their own voice. Whether the wealthy constitute a different political community will depend on whether the wealthy are geographically integrated or—as in the United States now—geographically isolated.

This Article proceeds in four steps. Part I considers the role of place in democratic self-government. There is a long and deep commitment to geographic self-government in Congress as a matter of constitutional design and in judicial doctrine implementing that design. Part I argues that this principle remains vital today because we still live near those like us and we are made more like them simply by living near them. As the political scientist Jonathan Rodden has put it, “the probability that two randomly drawn individuals (or precincts) exhibit similar voting behavior is a function of the distance between their locations.”

Part II considers the role of place in campaign finance law. Campaign finance law does not constrain or even mandate meaningful disclosure of contributions across districts or states. Part II further notes how after *Citizens United v. FEC* and *McCutcheon v. FEC*, campaign finance doctrine indirectly prioritizes “contributor areas” by liberating classes of contributions that disproportionately originate in these areas.

Part III turns to the normative problems created for geographic self-government by these features of campaign finance law. The exclusive focus is on congressional elections. Geographic self-government matters more for these elections, and these elections feature fewer small donors than presidential elections—and dollars can be important in more ways in

Part III identifies how congressional districts and states face incentives to select candidates, run campaigns, and feature elected officials that cater excessively to the places where campaign money is located.

Part IV evaluates two different types of constitutional solutions to address these problems. The first and more problematic response is to constrain the places where too many campaign contributions are originating. The second and more compelling response is to empower the places where too few campaign contributions are beginning. While both types of solutions have their own respective constitutional benefits and negatives, they both share a common insight. Only by making campaign finance law conscious of place can we begin to address the problems of the geography of campaign finance law.

A caveat is in order about the geography of campaign finance law after the presidential election of 2016. Media coverage of that election has focused on these areas in America that have been left out of most of our political debates, and has suggested that the intensity of their support for Donald J. Trump during the 2016 election counterbalanced any contributions, and marks the political rebirth of these areas because of their greater political mobilization. There are reasons to be skeptical of the internal and external validity of this claim for purposes of this Article. First, the recipient areas identified in this Article includes many areas of the country beyond just the areas that supported Trump. Portland, for instance, did not support Trump, yet is a recipient area. Second, presidential elections are different than congressional elections. Greater political interest and information can counterbalance the power of campaign contributions. Third, if this narrative of recipient-area power does prove to be true—a claim of which I am skeptical—this does not undermine the claims in this Article. Many years of their voices being left out of Congress because of the geography of campaign finance law can explain any popular mobilization that counterbalances the power of contributors.

I. THE PLACE OF DEMOCRATIC SELF-GOVERNMENT

The Constitution was designed to create geographically separated congressional districts and states that would have at least some degree of


minimally separate electoral existence. Citizens in different places were believed to constitute different political communities because these citizens were in different places. Geographical distances generating political differences was a crucial feature of constitutional design to be leveraged, rather than a bug to be tolerated. Geographical distance helped define which political communities selecting officials to the legislature would be different enough that they should select their own officials. Geographical distance ensured that the officials sent to the legislature by these separated communities would be different enough that they would constrain and check one another.

The Supreme Court has treated this principle of geographic self-government as a free-standing principle, similar to a principle like the separation of powers. Congressional districts and states are considered to be autonomous political communities constitutionally entitled to protect threats to their core existence. After several centuries of this constitutional design and doctrine, there is good empirical evidence produced by political scientists to believe that Madison’s account of political spillovers is still accurate.

A. DESIGN

James Madison’s famous essay in Federalist Paper No. 10 is a good place to start to understand geographic self-government in the legislature. Madison noted that the United States was a large territory composed of different interests. These different interests would never be identical, Madison argued, because the United States was a large territory. People far away from one another would always think differently because “local situation[s]” would shape their ideological priorities and perspectives.

Madison was previewing—and generating the foundations for—the
important work of social scientists a century later, arguing that people were meaningfully shaped by those closest to them. Individuals ideologically sort into and out of different physically defined communities. Once in these communities, individuals are shaped politically by those around them. As Cass Sunstein has written, we have much evidence showing that “[p]eople frequently think and do what they think and do because of what they think (relevant) others think and do.” The most frequent and most important relationships we have are still with those most proximate to us. These proximate relationships expose us to “argument pools.” These argument pools define to officials what arguments are better or worse, and even what arguments are “on-the-wall” and “off-the-wall.” These proximate relationships also produce personal and professional reputational costs for defying ideological norms. Legal scholars have focused mostly on economic spillovers, but the literature also suggests that there

24. See Alfred Marshall, Principles of Economics 271 (reprint 2013) (8th ed. 1920) (noting that when others are physically proximate “[t]he mysteries of the trade become no mysteries; but are as it were in the air”).


29. See Damon Centola, The Spread of Behavior in an Online Social Network Experiment, 329 Science 1194, 1194, 1197 (2010) (“Whereas locally clustered ties may be redundant for simple contagions, like information or disease, they can be highly efficient for promoting behavioral diffusion.”).


are political spillovers of the kind that Madison identified.32

This understanding of geography as generating ideological heterogeneity was central to the original constitutional design. Because citizens in different places would be in different political communities, it made sense to allocate representation on the basis of geography. Indeed, our commitment to geographic self-government in the legislature “is so strong that prescriptions that call it into question are highly implausible.”33 More than any other country in the world (except for the American-influenced system in the Philippines), where you physically reside in the United States34 plays a crucial role in defining your electoral community for legislative elections.35

Seats in the House of Representatives are apportioned among physical territories known as states.36 The Constitution also requires that districts be created within the physical confines of each state.37 If a candidate is elected to the House, that candidate must at minimum be an inhabitant of the particular state in which their House district is located.38 Only voters within

---

City, 123 HARV. L. REV. 483, 483–88 (2009) (arguing that cities should regulate mobile capital in different ways because of the benefits of proximate locations).

32. See The Federalist No. 10, supra note 8, at 126–28 (James Madison).


34. For instance, most laws define where individuals can vote as “that place where a person maintains a fixed, permanent and principal home and to which he, wherever temporarily located, always intends to return.” N.Y. ELEC. LAW § 1-104(22) (McKinney 1998). See also IND. CODE § 3-5-2-42.5 (2017) (defining residence as the physical place where an individual has a permanent home); KAN. STAT. ANN. § 25-407 (West 2016) (same); KY. REV. STAT. ANN. § 116.035(1) (West 2016) (including a similar definition of residence and including several factors to define “permanent home”).

35. See John M. Carey & Matthew Soberg Shugart, Incentives to Cultivate a Personal Vote: A Rank Ordering of Electoral Formulas, 14 ELECTORAL STUD. 417, 425 (1994) (devising empirical measures to prove that the American system is strongly territorially-based). See also Frances E. Lee, Geographic Representation and the U.S. Congress, 67 MD. L. REV. 51, 52 (2007) (noting the importance of “geographic constituencies” to understanding the American system).

36. See U.S. Const. art. I, § 2 (“Representatives . . . shall be apportioned among the several States . . .”).

37. The Supreme Court has used the territory-oriented “compactness and contiguity” as a relevant criterion in evaluating the constitutionality of how a district is drawn. See Bush v. Vera, 517 U.S. 952, 1048 (1996). The Court uses other criteria beyond territorial considerations in deciding whether district lines are drawn properly, but territorial considerations are always important. See Bush v. Vera, 517 U.S. 952, 965, 966, 1016 (1996); Shaw v. Hunt, 517 U.S. 899, 908, 938–39 (1996); Miller v. Johnson, 515 U.S. 900, 907, 910 (1995). See also Miller, 515 U.S. at 920 (“When members of a racial group live together in one community, a reapportionment plan that concentrates members of the group in one district and excludes them from others may reflect wholly legitimate purposes.”) (emphasis added) (quoting Shaw v. Reno, 517 U.S. 630, 646 (1993)). While this influences what makes for an acceptable physical boundary of the district, the important point for the purposes of this Article is that every district eventually can be defined by its physical boundaries.

38. See U.S. Const. art. I, § 2 (stating that each person elected to the House must “be an Inhabitant
those districts can vote for representatives from those districts.39

Elections to the Senate are structured by states defined by their physical boundaries.40 If a candidate is elected to the Senate, that candidate must at minimum be an inhabitant of the particular state from which they are elected.41 The relevant community of voters is those within the physical territory that creates particular states.42

Geographic self-government was important for more reasons than just defining political communities. It was a crucial mechanism to ensure the checks and balances necessary to preserve the Constitution. Madison and his contemporaries wanted to ensure that no single faction would dominate the federal government.43 The search was on for mechanisms that would ensure multiple factions would constantly exist and could be empowered to constrain one another in perpetuity.44 This mechanism generating “opposite and rival interests”45 could not be “a mere demarcation on parchment of the constitutional limits”46 of government. There needed to be features of human existence—a social or political mechanism—that would ensure different factions.

of that State in which he shall be chosen” at the moment “when elected”).

39. See id. (“The House of Representatives shall be composed of Members chosen . . . by the People of the several States . . . .”).

40. See U.S. Const. art. I, § 3 (“The Senate of the United States shall be composed of two Senators from each State . . . .”).

41. See id.

42. See U.S. Const. amend. XVII (“The Senate of the United States shall be composed of two Senators from each State, elected by the people thereof . . . .”). Changes to these physical borders require special constitutional procedures. See U.S. Const. art. IV, § 3 (“New States may be admitted by the Congress into this Union; but no new State shall be formed or erected within the Jurisdiction of any other State; nor any State be formed by the Junction of two or more States, or Parts of States, without the Consent of the Legislatures of the States concerned as well as of the Congress.”). For a fantastic discussion of how these borders can be changed, see generally Joseph Blocher, Selling State Borders, 162 U. PA. L. REV. 241 (2014).

43. The Federalist No. 10, supra note 8, at 122 (James Madison) (“Among the numerous advantages promised by a well-constructed Union, none deserves to be more accurately developed than its tendency to break and control the violence of faction. The friend of popular governments never finds himself so much alarmed . . . as when he contemplates their propensity to this dangerous vice.”). See also The Federalist No. 47, supra note 8, at 303 (James Madison) (describing the concentration of powers in a single faction as “the very definition of tyranny”).

44. See The Federalist No. 10, supra note 8, at 127 (James Madison) (arguing for the necessity of “distinct parties and interests”); The Federalist No. 51, supra note 8, at 319–20 (James Madison) (arguing for the importance of different “will[s]” and “ambition[s]”); Jon D. Michaels, An Enduring, Evolving Separation of Powers, 115 COLUM. L. REV. 515, 525 (2015) (“The Framers . . . endowed each group with distinct dispositional, political, and institutional characteristics. And they made each group answerable to different sets of constituencies . . . .”).

45. See The Federalist No. 47, supra note 8, at 302–03 (James Madison).

46. The Federalist No. 48, supra note 8, at 312 (James Madison).
Geography was a mechanism that Madison and his contemporaries turned to in order to generate different factions. In smaller countries, there would not be enough geographical distance to generate perpetual ideological heterogeneity.\textsuperscript{47} The American large republic, though, would constantly feature “a greater . . . extent of territory”\textsuperscript{48} and therefore constantly generate the necessary factional heterogeneity. One faction “may kindle a flame within their particular States, but will be unable to spread a general conflagration” because those in other places would not be enticed by the flame due to their “local situation[s].”\textsuperscript{49} There is a debate about whether Madison’s \textit{Federalist Paper} No. 10 was an original and/or influential essay at the time, but the claim reflected in his essay—that geography would shape political community—seems to have been widely shared.\textsuperscript{50}

Because different factions would exist in different places, different places had to be empowered to ensure factional competition. Different places would have the “personal motives” to resist other places, and just needed “the constitutional means . . . to resist encroachments.”\textsuperscript{51} Congressional districts and states were the formal identities given to these different places empowered to select different officials.

Geographic self-government was meant to ensure this ideological heterogeneity in the legislature in service of checks and balances. Protecting the separate identity of districts and states from fundamental threats, then, became a central part of the checks and balances. Mechanisms to ensure “opposite and rival interests”\textsuperscript{52} competing with and constraining one another needed to have some practical bite for this to be achieved. If all that was required was that districts were represented by “[i]nhabitant[s]”\textsuperscript{53} of the state of the district and selected by the “people”\textsuperscript{54} of the state of the district, then all districts within that state could select the exact same representatives to

\footnotesize

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{47} \textit{The Federalist} No. 10, \textit{supra} note 8, at 127 (James Madison) (“The smaller the society, the fewer probably will be the distinct parties and interests composing it; the fewer the distinct parties and interests, the more frequently will a majority be found of the same party; and the smaller the number of individuals composing a majority, and the smaller the compass within which they are placed, the more easily will they concert and execute their plans of oppression.”).
\item \textsuperscript{48} \textit{See id.}
\item \textsuperscript{49} \textit{Id.} at 125–28.
\item \textsuperscript{50} Larry Kramer is \textit{Federalist Paper} No. 10’s greatest critic, yet even he recognizes that the argument about geography shaping community was widely held. \textit{See Kramer, supra} note 21, at 612 (noting the questions shared by many at the time about how to handle the many factions created by “a greater number of parties and territory”).
\item \textsuperscript{51} \textit{See THE FEDERALIST} No. 51, \textit{supra} note 8, at 319 (James Madison).
\item \textsuperscript{52} \textit{THE FEDERALIST} No. 47, \textit{supra} note 8, at 302–03 (James Madison).
\item \textsuperscript{53} \textit{U.S. Const. art. I, § 2.}
\item \textsuperscript{54} \textit{Id.}
\end{itemize}
the House of Representatives. If all that was required was that “states” were represented in the Senate by senators selected by “the people” of the state,\(^55\) then states could select the exact same senators to the Senate. Formalities would not ensure the heterogeneities necessary for factional competition—and for the checks and balances that would result.

This principle of geographic self-government was meant to authorize protective action when it was threatened. Citizens from outside of districts and states were expected and permitted to influence other districts and states, so long as this did not excessively undermine geographic self-government. *Federalist Paper* No. 10, for instance, anticipates that ambitious political leaders would try to persuade citizens in all districts and in all states to support their cause.\(^56\) There is a First Amendment protecting efforts by those in one district or state trying to convince those in another district or state. Instead of ensuring that control over elections from outside of a district or a state could never exist, the focus was on ensuring that it did not go too far and entirely destroy geographic self-government.\(^57\)

\section*{B. Doctrine}

We must protect this principle of geographic self-government, then, as a matter of constitutional obligation.\(^58\) Courts have implemented this principle of geographic self-government. There is no singular constitutional provision that has been used to justify this principle of geographic self-government. Rather, there is a sense that the general constitutional structure yields this principle.\(^59\) While cases primarily have applied this principle in

\begin{itemize}
\item \(^{55}\) U.S. CONST., amend. XVII
\item \(^{56}\) See *The Federalist No. 10*, supra note 8, at 126–28 (James Madison) (“[F]actical leaders . . . will [try] spread a general conflagration through the other States.”).
\item \(^{57}\) See id. at 123 (“There are again two methods of removing the causes of faction: the one, by destroying the liberty which is essential to its existence . . . . It could never be more truly said than of the first remedy, that it was worse than the disease.”); id. at 127 (“[A]s each representative will be chosen by a greater number of citizens in the large than in the small republic, it will be more difficult for unworthy candidates to practice with success the vicious arts by which elections are too often carried . . . .”).
\item \(^{58}\) Scholars supportive of defining the American political community in national terms do not seem to engage fully with this notion that geographic self-government is not just a practical consideration, but also a constitutional obligation. For instance, Malcolm Feeley and Edward L. Rubin’s classic critique of the “national neurosis” of federalism admits to focusing exclusively on “policy reason[s].” Edward L. Rubin & Malcolm Feeley, *Federalism: Some Notes on a National Neurosis*, 41 UCLA L. REV. 903, 904–09 (1994).
\item \(^{59}\) See Foley v. Connellee, 435 U.S. 291, 294 (1978) (noting how this principle derives from “fine, and often difficult, questions of values”); Sugarman v. Dougall, 413 U.S. 634, 641 (1973) (noting Sugarman’s argument that there is a “fundamental concept of identity between a government and the members, or citizens, of the state”). See also Sugarman, 413 U.S. at 641–42 (“[T]he public employer has broad discretion to establish qualifications for its employees related to the integrity and efficiency of the
\end{itemize}
the context of states, courts have noted its applicability in the context of districts as well. The doctrinal questions focus on the magnitude of the self-government interest combined with the magnitude of the threat to this self-government interest. If important matters of self-government are being interfered with in important ways, then geographic self-government is at risk and countermeasures are constitutionally important.

Courts first look to see whether the self-government interest at stake is so important that it is “intimately related to the process of democratic self-government.” Courts examine whether there are interests related to “the formulation, execution, or review of broad public policy.” Because of the importance of Congress, and the importance of geographic self-government to Congress, ensuring that districts and states have some minimal separate existence is presumably crucial to democratic self-government. By contrast, “the right to education and public welfare, along with the ability to earn a livelihood and engage in licensed professions” have been determined not to be sufficiently related to self-government.

Courts then look to see whether the interference with self-government is substantial. The Supreme Court has so far permitted the protection of the autonomy of districts or states only when their fundamental existence is at stake. The doctrinal question is therefore not what existing scholarship assumes: whether citizens from another district or state can participate in the elections of a different district or state at all. The doctrinal question is whether citizens from another district or state are exercising too much power in a different district or state.

operations of government.

60. See Cabell v. Chavez-Salido, 454 U.S. 432, 439 (1982) (“Self-government, whether direct or through representatives, begins by defining the scope of the community of the governed and thus of the governors as well . . . .”); Bluman v. FEC, 800 F. Supp. 2d 281, 288–89 (D.D.C. 2011) (“In our view, spending money to influence voters and finance campaigns is at least as (and probably far more) closely related to democratic self-government than serving as a probation officer or public schoolteacher.”), aff’d, 565 U.S. 1104 (2012) (mem.).


62. Sugarman, 413 U.S. at 647. See also Foley, 435 U.S. at 297–99 (asking whether the interest at stake involves “basic functions of government,” “the most sensitive areas of daily life,” or involves “broad discretionary powers”).

63. Foley, 435 U.S. at 294.

64. For other cases in which the self-government interest is too minimal, see generally Examining Bd. of Eng’rs, Architects & Surveyors v. Flores de Otero, 426 U.S. 572 (1976); In re Griffiths, 413 U.S. 717 (1973). 65. If the interference with self-government was trivial, it would be enough of a threat to “the process democratic of self-government.” Bernal, 467 U.S. at 220.

66. See, e.g., STEVENS, supra note 12, at 59 (proposing that only those entitled to vote in an election cannot contribute at all to candidates in that election).
If important stakes are being interfered with in important ways, then there is broad discretion to act to protect districts and states.\textsuperscript{67} There is a legitimate “sovereign’s obligation to preserve the basic conception of a political community.”\textsuperscript{68} Therefore, as the Supreme Court stated in \textit{Holt Civic Club v. City of Tuscaloosa}, “a government unit may legitimately restrict the right to participate in its political processes to those who reside within its borders.”\textsuperscript{69} Geographically defined self-governing units can “establish [their] own form of government and limit the right to govern.”\textsuperscript{70}

C. VIABILITY

Scholars have debated whether this constitutional commitment to geographic self-government makes any continued practical sense in an increasingly geographically mobile country.\textsuperscript{71} The modern empirical literature, though, finds that Madison had it right in \textit{Federalist Paper} No. 10: local situations still do shape how we think and do create different geographically-defined political communities.\textsuperscript{72} The empirical literature finds even more specifically that “contributor areas” where campaign money is originating have different ideological priorities and perspectives than the “recipient areas” where campaign money is ending.

The argument that geography no longer defines political communities worth protecting—regardless of the constitutional obligation to do so—is most prominently featured in modern federalism scholarship. Skeptics of the continued need for federalism conclude that states no longer are distinctive political communities. Ernest Young, in an important new paper critical of this perspective, calls this the “One Nation” argument.\textsuperscript{73}

\footnotesize{67. See Bernal, 467 U.S. at 220–21 (describing the power to act within “broad boundaries”); Sugarman, 413 U.S. at 641 (noting “broad discretion”).  
68. Foley, 435 U.S. at 296.  
70. Bernal, 467 U.S. at 221.  
71. For the most notable examples of these criticisms, see, MALCOLM M. FEELEY & EDWARD RUBIN, FEDERALISM: POLITICAL IDENTITY AND TRAGIC COMPROMISE 115 (2008) (“[T]he American people . . . have a unified political identity . . . . [T]hey identify themselves primarily as Americans [and] insist on normative uniformity throughout the nation.”); Bulman-Pozen, supra note 12, at 1110 (“[A]ccounts that treat state identities as distinctive, deep-seated, and fixed face a host of complications.”); Jane Mansbridge, \textit{Rethinking Representation}, 97 AM. POL. SCI. REV. 515, 522 (2003) (supporting the emergence of surrogate representatives because of a national polity, one “with whom one has no electoral relationship—that is, a representative in another district”).  
72. See Nicholas O. Stephanopoulos, \textit{Spatial Diversity}, 125 HARV. L. REV. 1903, 1915 (2012) (“[G]eographic clusters are relatively common, while both random and uniform spatial distributions are relatively unusual.”). See also supra note 8.  
73. See Ernest A. Young, \textit{The Volk of New Jersey? State Identity, Distinctiveness, and Political Culture in the American Federal System} 8–14 (Feb. 24, 2015) (unpublished manuscript).}
Edward Rubin are most prominently and most aggressively associated with this position.74 Jessica Bulman-Pozen makes similar arguments in a recent article.75 In her account, states become the institutional sites for the liberal-conservative divide to empower whichever ideological side is out of power at the national level.76 There is no substantial need to create institutional sites for state-based ideological perspectives.77

The empirical evidence suggests otherwise.78 Political spillovers of the kind that Madison identified are still important, as discussed earlier. Consider empirical studies amplifying these findings. In one example, Oklahoma City Republicans are more conservative than Republicans in Tulsa in the same state, and much more conservative than Republicans in Boston.79 For instance, when asked whether they wanted to “[p]rohibit illegal immigrants from using emergency hospital care and public schools,” Oklahoma City Republicans have different preferences than Tulsa Republicans, and much different preferences than Boston Republicans.80

Of importance for this Article is that contributor areas are separated from and therefore different from recipient areas. Contributor areas feature people much more likely to travel to and interact with other contributor

http://scholarship.law.duke.edu/faculty_scholarship/3431. See also id. at i–ii (“I conclude that reports of the death of state identity are greatly exaggerated.”).

74. See Edward L. Rubin, Poppy Federalism and the Blessings of America, 574 ANNALS AM. ACAD. POL. & SOC. SCI. 37, 45–46 (2001) (“At present, the United States is a socially homogenized and politically centralized nation. Regional differences between different parts of the nation are minimal . . . . With the minor exceptions of Utah and Hawaii, there is no American state with a truly distinctive social profile.”).

75. See Bulman-Pozen, supra note 12, at 1081 (“People may identify with the states not because they represent something essentially different from the nation, but rather because they represent competing Democratic and Republican visions of the national will.”).

76. See id. (“Focusing on partisanship suggests that state-based identification may be fluid and partial—and, perhaps paradoxically, a means of expressing national identity—but nonetheless an important buttress of American federalism.”).

77. See id. at 1110–11 (“Today, individuals from Montana to Mississippi to Maine can eat at the same restaurant chains, shop at the same stores, read the same publications, and listen to the same music.”).

78. See supra note 10.

79. The raw data for this analysis is derived from several sources. Part of this data was published in two articles in political science journals. See generally Tausanovitch & Warshaw, supra note 10; Chris Tausanovitch and Christopher Warshaw, Measuring Constituent Policy Preferences in Congress, State Legislatures, and Cities, 75 J. POL. 330 (2013). The original data can be found online. See City-Level Public Preference Estimates, Original Release, AM. IDEOLOGY PROJECT, http://www.americanideologyproject.com (last visited Aug. 1, 2017) [hereinafter City-Level Estimates].

80. This is derived from the raw data provided by City-Level Estimates, supra note 79. There is also supportive data to be found in Tausanovitch & Warshaw, supra note 10, at 609.
areas. The same is also true of those in recipient areas as well—they tend to interact with and stay in recipient areas. Residents of New York City, for instance, are much more likely to travel to or interact with those in Boston or Washington than with those in Pittsburgh or Portland, or to relocate to Boston or Washington than to Pittsburgh or Portland. As Madison said, this means that different “local situation[s]” shape their ideological priorities and perspectives.

The result is different ideological priorities and perspectives in contributor areas as compared to recipient areas. For instance, the contributor areas shaping the sentiments of contributors there are supportive of increasing the minimum wage by large margins, while voters in recipient areas—from Portland to Pittsburgh—are less supportive. As the leading empirical article on the issue puts it, “even after we account for individual characteristics that predict opinion—income, education, race, party identification, and church attendance—we find that the affluent donor neighborhood remains a source of attitude formation and constraint.”

Even if those scholars critical of geographic self-government were empirically correct that geography does not generate ideological variation, they would be observing an effect and making the effect seem inevitable and unavoidable. Political spillovers are an established law of political science.

81. The literature on city networks finds that the same metropolitan areas that are contributor areas are also the most connected to one another—and the least connected to recipient areas. See Zachary R. Neal, The Causal Relationship Between Employment and Business Networks in U.S. Cities, 33 J. URB. AFF. 167 (2011) [hereinafter Neal, Employment]; Zachary Neal, Differentiating Centrality and Power in the World City Network, 48 URB. STUD. 2733 (2011) [hereinafter Neal, Centrality].

82. See Neal, Employment, supra note 81, at 175.

83. See Neal, Centrality, supra note 81, at 2745.

84. The Federalist No. 10, supra note 8, at 125–28 (James Madison).

85. See Bramlett, Gimpel & Lee, supra note 5, at 571 (noting issues of agreement as including “minimum wage, affirmative action, Social Security private accounts, income redistribution, capital gains taxation, troop presence in Iraq”). See also id. (“[O]pinion in high-donor neighborhoods sharply contrasts with opinion in both the nation as a whole and in low-donor areas. High-donor areas are distinctively anti-populist on important issues that energize grassroots elements on both the left and the right.”); Briffault, supra note 12, at 48 (stating that “[l]arge and repeat donors . . . are more likely to want to balance the budget through spending cuts than tax increases, to worry more about inflation than unemployment, and to favor cutting social welfare programs” than other Americans).

86. Bramlett, Gimpel & Lee, supra note 5, at 567 (“[A]ctivist elite communities are more unrepresentative of the country than one would expect on the basis of the types of individuals who live there.”).

87. See Bulman-Pozen, supra note 12, at 1140–41 (“A critique internal to the argument I have offered might run as follows: for states to serve as political counterweights to the federal government . . . they must be meaningfully different from the federal government, but if state elections are shaped by individuals across the nation, we will not see significant divergence.”).
Like any other empirical law, though, they can be suppressed by other realities, such as substantial amounts of out-of-district and out-of-state campaign contributions.

II. THE PLACE OF CAMPAIGN FINANCE LAW

While our constitutional tradition makes geographic self-government an important principle, our campaign finance law does not. Those with the resources to contribute at meaningful rates and in meaningful amounts reside in a very small number of neighborhoods in a very small number of metropolitan areas. Campaign finance law permits and even privileges their contributions to congressional elections in recipient areas. The result of the place of contributors and the treatment of place by campaign finance law is that contributions to congressional campaigns are dominated by a few places in our large republic.

A. PLACING CONTRIBUTORS

We live in two political Americas in part because we live in two economic Americas. Campaign contributions are made at meaningful rates and in meaningful amounts only once a certain income threshold is crossed. In our current climate, those with these larger resources are concentrated in a small number of metropolitan areas. Other locations do not feature enough people with enough resources to match these contributor areas.

For a long period of time, regional income levels had started to converge. In 1940, for instance, per capita income in Mississippi was slightly less than one-quarter that of New York residents. By 1980, per capita income in Mississippi was about two-thirds that of New York. Since that time, the trend has been back in the opposite direction. Mississippi now has less than three-fifths of the per capita income of New York City.

A substantial part of the growth in geographical economic disparities is because of the performance of a very few metropolitan areas. The empirics

90. See id. at 11 tbl.2.
suggest that there is a “triumph of the city” more generally, but that fewer than ten metropolitan areas are the truly triumphant cities whose levels of growth surpass both other metropolitan areas and areas outside of metropolitan areas.93 These handful of areas are often called “superstar cities.”94

The growth in superstar metropolitan areas is driven not just by the higher human capital of residents in these areas, but by their constant and often exclusive interaction within wealthier areas.95 The incentive is not just to locate in these areas, but to benefit from spillovers that are more accessible and more valuable within just these wealthier areas. Living in Manhattan makes you wealthier precisely because you will then mostly be interacting with others in Manhattan.96

The major contributors to congressional campaigns are overwhelmingly located in these few superstar cities. Individuals are still the largest contributors to congressional elections.97 Individuals have long been able to contribute directly to a congressional candidate or to national, state or local political parties that coordinate directly with the congressional candidate.98 Individuals are also able to contribute to other “independent spending vehicles,”99 organizations defined in part by their absence of coordination with congressional candidates100 and therefore by their capacity to accept and spend money in unlimited amounts. This includes section 501(c) organizations,101 section 527 committees,102 as well as the now-infamous

96. See id.
97. See Stephen Ansolabehere et al., Why Is There So Little Money in U.S. Politics?, 17 J. Econ. Persp. 105, 109 (2003) (“It is evident that individuals, rather than organizations, are by far the most important source of campaign funds.”).
100. See id. at 1651 (noting that these vehicles are defined by their “absence of prearrangement and coordination of an expenditure with the candidate or his agent”).
101. These organizations are defined primarily by their other social purposes. See I.R.C. § 501(c)(4)–(6) (2012). They must limit their spending on elections to less than half of what their organization spends in a year. These organizations need not publicly disclose their donors to the same extent as other organizations. See id. §§ 527(j)(2)(B), 6033, 6104; 52 U.S.C. §§ 30102–04.
102. Section 527 committees are organizations that are not candidate, party or standard political
Super PACs.  

Meaningful contributions to congressional campaigns from individuals usually only begin once individuals have a quite high income. Those with lower income volunteer as much of their time as those with higher incomes, but do not have the resources to contribute as often or as much. In one study from 2004, for instance, 78% of those contributing $200 or more had family incomes over $100,000. Donors giving $2,600 or more related to congressional campaigns constitute more than four-fifths of contributions to congressional campaigns. Those contributing $2,600 have a median income close to $1 million per year. There are approximately 389,000 millionaires in New York City (using net assets as the measure of wealth), nine times the number of millionaires in all of Mississippi—even though Mississippi has 49,000 square miles to New York City’s 4,000.

National political parties can contribute directly to congressional candidates or can engage in their own campaign expenditures. The leadership of these parties making the decisions about which candidates to contribute to or otherwise support are located in Washington. Federal law creates a generic category of “political committees,” which includes “any committee, club, association, or other group of persons which receives action committees, and therefore need not register with the Federal Election Commission. These committees can maintain this privacy so long as they do not engage in “express advocacy” of federal candidates for office. For an overview of these organizations, see generally Richard Briffault, The 527 Problem . . . and the Buckley Problem, 73 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 949 (2005).

103. Super PACs can expressly support or oppose congressional candidates so long as they do not engage directly with the candidate. See R. SAM GARRETT, CONG. RESEARCH SERV., R42042, SUPER PACS IN FEDERAL ELECTIONS: OVERVIEW AND ISSUES FOR CONGRESS 1 (2016). Super PACs can engage in unlimited spending by collecting unlimited amounts from a wider range of sources. See id. at 2, 3–4 & nn.a–b.


106. See INST. FOR POLITICS, supra note 105; Joe et al., supra note 105, at 19–20 tbl.1.


108. See INST. FOR POLITICS, supra note 105; Joe et al., supra note 105, at 19–20 tbl.1.


110. See id.
contributions aggregating in excess of $1,000 during a calendar year or which makes expenditures aggregating in excess of $1,000 during a calendar year.”

Political action committees are overwhelmingly located in Washington or other contributor areas as well.

B. PLACING DOCTRINE

Campaign finance law includes essentially no limitations on contributions flowing from contributor areas to recipient areas. After Citizens United and McCutcheon, campaign finance law indirectly privileges contributor areas by liberating their major contributors and their independent spending vehicles from the regulations that still constrain the spending vehicles more available in other areas.

1. Campaign Finance Law Has No Place

Campaign finance law does not include any meaningful geographical limitations. Consider, first, those contributing directly to congressional candidates or to political parties that can coordinate directly with candidates. Federal law permits contributions to any candidate or any candidate organization active in any House election or Senate race, regardless of the location of the contributions or the campaigns. The only geographical limitation on the contributions is that federal law prevents a “foreign national” from making any contributions to a federal election. The statutory definition of foreign national is narrow. A “foreign national” is an individual who is not a citizen of the United States, nor a permanent resident.

111. 52 U.S.C. § 30101(4)(A) (2015). A local committee of a political party can also be a “political committee,” even though political parties are separately regulated than political committees generally. See id § 30101(4)(C), (16) (defining a “political party” as “an association, committee, or organization which nominates a candidate for election to any Federal office whose name appears on the election ballot as the candidate of such association, committee, or organization”).


113. While federal campaign finance law has largely avoided regulating contributor-area contributions to recipient areas, at least two different states have attempted to do so. See Landell v. Sorrell, 382 F.3d 91, 146 (2d Cir. 2004), rev’d sub nom. Randall v. Sorrell, 548 U.S. 230 (2006); Vannatta v. Keisling, 151 F.3d 1215, 1218 (9th Cir. 1998); Whitmore v. FEC, 68 F.3d. 1212, 1214–16 (9th Cir. 1995). See also Briffault, supra note 12, at 67–68 (“Outside money almost surely cannot be barred or subject to aggregate dollar or percentage caps. Outside money is just as protected by the First Amendment as constituent money . . . .”).

Federal law does feature some geographical disclosure rules for those contributing. Contributors of all forms must engage in “identification,” meaning they provide basic background information about themselves. All that must be disclosed is “the name, the mailing address, and the occupation of such individual, as well as the name of his or her employer.”\(^{117}\) The Federal Election Commission (FEC) has defined the “mailing address” that must be disclosed simply to mean the formally registered location of the contributor, rather than their principal place of business.\(^{118}\)

Similar rules prevail for the increasingly important organizations engaged in “independent expenditures.”\(^{119}\) The three primary forms of organizations differ in many respects, but share an essential commonality: all “may engage in election-related spending without dollar limits and accept contributions to pay for that spending from individuals, corporations, and unions without dollar limits.”\(^{120}\) For each form of independent organization, contributions can come from anywhere. Super PACs, for instance, are treated as “political committees” within the definition of the Federal Election Campaign Act (“FECA”) and the Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act (“BCRA”),\(^{121}\) meaning they simply must disclose a formal address.\(^{122}\) Similar rules prevail for 527s\(^ {123}\) and for 501(c) organizations.\(^ {124}\)

Campaign finance law has no “place” in even broader and more surprising ways than one might anticipate. Not only can contributions to or related to congressional campaigns come from anywhere, but congressional campaigns themselves can be located anywhere. Congressional campaigns

---

117. Id.
118. See FEC Form 1: Statement of Organization, FEC, http://www.fec.gov/pdf/forms/fecfrm1.pdf (last visited Aug. 2, 2017). Political party committees of the national, state, or district varieties can contribute from anywhere to anywhere so long as they also disclose the appropriate geographical information, such as their address. The rules for political action committees (PACs) are that when they register they must indicate their “name [and] address.” See 52 U.S.C. § 30103(b)(1).
119. For a nice overview, see Briffault, Super PACs, supra note 99, at 1646–50.
120. Id. at 1649.
124. See id. § 501(c)(1).
must file their address and the address for key campaign members (like their treasurer), but there are no legal limitations on where that address must be. To minimize costs, many campaigns employ staff members (such as treasurers) working out of distant locations.

Organizations active in congressional campaigns can be located anywhere. These organizations will often adopt names that suggest they are located in the congressional district or state in which they are active, even though they are located thousands of miles away. There is no law of negligent misrepresentation limiting such behavior, and indeed it would pose constitutional problems to have such laws.

2. *Citizens United* and *McCutcheon*

The past decade has witnessed a revolution in campaign finance law. The deregulatory decisions of the Roberts Court are also geographically distributional decisions. Two decisions in particular have given contributor areas more power under federal constitutional law: *Citizens United v. FEC* and its doctrinal aftermath, and then, more recently *McCutcheon v. FEC*. The result of *Citizens United* and *McCutcheon* together is that it is even easier than previously for contributions to flow from contributor areas.

First, *Citizens United* invalidated a federal law that prevented corporations and labor unions from using their general treasury funds to

---

125. There are no legal rules requiring that campaigns, political parties or PACs have any operations in the district or state that they most intend to influence. See 52 U.S.C. § 30101(15). Without the immediate political pressure that candidates face, it is more common for political parties and PACs to be located far from the locations they attempt to influence. Several state political parties have key staffers located in Washington. See DONALD H. HAIDER, WHEN GOVERNMENTS COME TO WASHINGTON: GOVERNORS, MAYORS, AND INTERGOVERNMENTAL LOBBYING 98 (1974); Miriam Seifter, States as Interest Groups in the Administrative Process, 100 VA. L. REV. 953, 961–63 (2014).


128. Scholarly analyses on the distributional effects of these decisions have focused more on what these decisions mean for the power of political parties relative to outside spending groups. See generally, e.g., Joseph Fishkin & Heather K. Gerken, The Party’s Over: McCutcheon, Shadow Parties, and the Future of the Party System, 2014 SUP. CT. REV. 175; Michael S. Kang, The Brave New World of Party Campaign Finance Law, 101 CORNELL L. REV. 531 (2016).


engage in certain forms of campaign expenditures related to federal elections. More significant for this Article, though, was what Citizens United triggered in the lower courts in the years after it. With expenditure limitations being invalidated, contribution limits on organizations independent of congressional campaigns are gradually being invalidated as well. This empowers contributor areas, and therefore also incentivizes coordination with—and co-location with—contributor-area political leaders.

Citizens United decided that the only acceptable interests that campaign finance laws could target were quid pro quo corruption or the appearance of quid pro quo corruption.132 Citizens United also decided that independent expenditures, “as a matter of law,” do not generate either quid pro quo corruption or its appearance.133 Applying that logic, in the years to come, several courts invalidated limitations on contributions to organizations engaged in independent expenditures.134 If there is no strong governmental interest in regulating independent expenditures, these courts decided, then there is no strong governmental interest in regulating those who contribute to organizations engaged in making independent expenditures.135

This doctrinal change has geographical consequences. Individuals with the financial resources to contribute in large and now unlimited amounts reside and operate in contributor areas. Organizations tend to contribute more often and more amounts to elections in their district or state.136 Now that there are no limitations on contributions to these groups, this means that contributions that target campaigns in other, distant, recipient areas can be made.137

Citizens United and its progeny not only liberate contributor areas to contribute more, but also incentivize them to contribute using contributor-area human capital. This is for a few reasons. Now that contributions in massive amounts are permitted, a national strategy is truly possible for these outside spending groups. Contributing lots of money means that one can

---

133. See also SpeechNow.org v. FEC, 599 F.3d 686, 694 (D.C. Cir. 2010) (en banc).
134. See id. at 695.
135. See id. at 696 (“[B]ecause Citizens United holds that independent expenditures do not corrupt or give the appearance of corruption as a matter of law, then the government can have no anti-corruption interest in limiting contributions to independent expenditure—only organizations.”).
shape lots of elections in lots of places. For instance, Karl Rove’s American Crossroads Super PAC sees its mission as the more national goal of undermining “the bureaucracy culture of Washington.”\textsuperscript{138} With national strategy usually comes national human political capital, and those with that kind of ability are disproportionately located in contributor areas.\textsuperscript{139}

There is also an incentive to retain human political capital located in contributor areas because \textit{Citizens United} and its progeny contemplate a world in which outside spending groups are subject to the control of their wealthy contributors in contributor areas.\textsuperscript{140} The wealthy contributors funding them desire “a degree of control and responsiveness that the official parties and official campaigns cannot [provide].”\textsuperscript{141} Control and responsiveness are more easily provided if these wealthy donors can walk down the street or drive across town to confer with those using their contributions. Outside spending groups therefore retain not just national political talent, but political talent that is proximate to (contributor-area-located) major contributors.\textsuperscript{142}

Second, the other blockbuster campaign finance decision of the Roberts Court, \textit{McCutcheon v. FEC}, also increased the power of contributor areas relative to recipient areas. By removing aggregate contribution limitations, \textit{McCutcheon} enables more contributions to move greater distances. As with \textit{Citizens United} and its aftermath, this means more contributor-area activity in recipient areas, and also more contributor-area human capital retained to assist with this.

For many years, FECA (as amended by BCRA) has included limitations on how much an individual contributor could give to any particular candidate, political party, or PAC.\textsuperscript{143} Likewise, federal law has constrained how much national, state or local political party committees—as well as

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{139} See, e.g., Gimpel, Lee & Thorpe, supra note 1, at 26 (providing empirical evidence that being in these areas permits individuals to “develop political skills and inclinations to launch a political career”).
\item \textsuperscript{140} See \textit{Citizens United v. FEC}, 558 U.S. 310, 360 (2010) (“By definition, an independent expenditure is political speech presented to the electorate that is not coordinated with a candidate.”).
\item \textsuperscript{141} Fishkin & Gerken, supra note 128, at 194.
\item \textsuperscript{142} See id. at 197 (noting that “the highest tier of donors can afford” “to pay for talent of the same caliber as a Karl Rove or a Jim Messina”).
\item \textsuperscript{143} See 52 U.S.C. § 30116(a)(1) (2015); Price Index Adjustments for Contribution and Expenditure Limitations and Lobbyist Bundling Disclosure Threshold, 78 Fed. Reg. 8530, 8532 (Feb. 6, 2013). A PAC is an organization that raises and/or spends money related to federal elections, and notably can do so by contributing directly to candidates. The difference between a PAC and a Super PAC is that a Super PAC only makes independent expenditures, meaning a Super PAC cannot contribute directly to candidates. See SpeechNow.org v. FEC, 599 F.3d 686, 695–96 (D.C. Cir. 2010) (en banc).
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
PACs—could contribute to candidates. These constraints were also meaningfully low. In the 2013–14 federal election season, individuals could contribute only $5,200 to a candidate (half for a primary election and half for a general election), $32,400 to a single national political party committee, $10,000 to a single state or local party committee, and $5,000 to a PAC. These limitations—for now, at least—still stand as valid federal law.

What McCutcheon changed is how much contributors can give in total. Federal law limited how much an individual could contribute to all federal candidates, to political parties, and to PACs. McCutcheon invalidated these limitations. Campaigns in the same geographical community are the campaigns that large contributors—like other citizens—know better and care about more deeply. The result was that these larger donors reached their aggregate contribution limitations primarily in contributor areas and were prohibited from contributing to recipient area elections. After McCutcheon, larger donors from contributor areas can now keep contributing to elections even after they contribute to contributor-area elections.

With the greater national distribution of individual contributions will likely also come greater desire for national assistance with that distribution. Shawn McCutcheon, for instance, testified at trial what he would do if the aggregate contribution limitations were not present. McCutcheon is a wealthy businessman in Alabama, but planned to relocate part of his operations to Washington and retain political staff in Washington if he was permitted to contribute more nationally. He had retained Southern political staff to help with his more local congressional contributions, but with a more national strategy he wanted more national staff and interaction with them by locating near them in Washington.

145. See id. § 30116(a)(1); Price Index Adjustments, 78 Fed. Reg. at 8532.
146. In the 2012 election season, 646 total donors hit the maximum aggregate contribution limitations. See Fishkin & Gerken, supra note 128, at 196.
147. This limit was $48,600 for the 2013–14 election cycle. Price Index Adjustments, 78 Fed. Reg. at 8532.
148. This limit was $32,400 for each year of the 2013–14 election cycle. Id.
149. This limit was $48,600 for the 2013–14 election cycle. Id.
152. See id. at 137.
C. PLACING CONTRIBUTIONS

The geography of campaign finance practice is dominated by a very small number of contributor areas. Let us return to the different forms of contributors identified in Section A. First, let us take individual contributors, still the largest source of campaign contributions. The data indicates that a handful of metropolitan areas dominate total individual contributions to congressional elections. Contributors residing in 5 percent of the zip codes in the United States gave 77 percent of all itemized individual contributions to congressional elections as of ten years ago. These contributor areas usually include “urban areas on the coasts, particularly the Philadelphia-New York-Boston corridor, Southern California, and the major Great Lakes cities of Chicago and Detroit.”

Second, let us take organizational participants in congressional elections. National political parties are located in Washington. The committees established by the national Democratic and Republican parties to support their House and Senate candidates play a central role in congressional elections. In over 90 percent of the most heavily contested House and Senate elections in 2014, the national party campaign committees were the biggest spenders on behalf of the candidates. These party committees can receive contributions from anywhere and use these contributions anywhere, so long as the minimal geographical disclosure rules are satisfied. Similar patterns have emerged for Super PACs. Super PAC contributors like Peter Singer have hosted events for recipient-area candidates so that these candidates can receive contributions from his neighborhood.

Contributor areas for individual and organizational contributions do not vary substantially between the political parties. Democratic candidates raise a slightly greater percentage of their contributions in New York City relative to Republican candidates, and Republican candidates raise a slightly greater percentage of their contributions in Houston relative to Democratic

153. See Ansolabehere et al., supra note 97, at 109.
154. See Bramlett, Gimpel & Lee, supra note 5, at 566.
155. Gimpel, Lee & Kaminski, supra note 1, at 628.
156. See Olsen-Phillips, supra note 109 (discussing party contributions to House elections).
157. See id.
candidates. Metropolitan areas outside of the contributor areas come close to being major contributing areas for the Republicans, because Republican candidates “exhibit a broader geographical base than Democratic candidates in the Upper Midwest, the Plains, and the Mountain states.” These variations are trivial, because the results are the same: very few places dominate campaign contributions for both political parties.

III. GEOGRAPHIC SELF-GOVERNMENT MEETS CAMPAIGN FINANCE LAW

Campaign finance law permits and even prioritizes the transmission of campaign contributions from contributor areas to recipient areas. A volume of literature demonstrates that with contributions comes meaningful influence. Incentives are created that encourage potential and actual candidates as well as elected officials to focus excessive amounts of attention on the very few contributor areas in the United States. The result is that contributor areas substantially shape the congressional candidates, campaigns and officials that are meant to represent recipient areas.

A. CANDIDATE SELECTION

If geographical communities are to govern themselves, then these communities must be permitted to decide which candidates to choose between on Election Day. The Supreme Court has called these decisions about which candidates to place on the ballot decisions of “the most fundamental sort.” Because of this, neither Congress nor states can “add
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160. See Gimpel, Lee & Kaminski, supra note 1, at 629, 637.
161. See id. at 627–28 (finding that contributions to the two parties are “quite similar geographically despite significant differences in the geographic distribution of the parties’ mass support”); id. at 629 (noting small geographical differences because “Democrats receive significant contributions from locations in North Carolina, Georgia, and along the Gulf Coast from Houston to Florida’s panhandle . . . . [and] Republicans . . . raise very substantial sums from Boston, New York City, the DC suburbs, the San Francisco Bay Area, Chicago, Detroit, [and] the Twin Cities . . . .”).
163. Gregory v. Ashcroft, 501 U.S. 452, 460 (1991). The Court has emphasized this most dramatically when it comes to states. See Taylor v. Beckham, 178 U.S. 548, 570–71 (1900) (“It is obviously essential to the independence of the States, and to their peace and tranquility, that their power to prescribe the qualifications of their own officers . . . should be exclusive and free from external interference . . . .”); Boyd v. Nebraska ex rel. Thayer, 143 U.S. 135, 161 (1892) (“Each State has the power to prescribe the qualifications of its officers, and the manner in which they shall be chosen . . . .”).
qualifications to those enumerated in the Constitution.” Self-government means self-selection of the candidates to be on the ballot.

The geography of campaign finance law though, creates incentives giving contributor areas substantial power over who runs for congressional office in recipient areas. Without the capacity to raise large amounts of contributions in contributor areas, recipient-area candidates do not have a chance to win their elections. Without a chance to win their elections, recipient-area candidates either will not seek office or often will not receive the necessary endorsements to become a nominated candidate for congressional office in the first place. Recipient-area voters cast their ballots, but campaign finance law permits contributor areas substantially to influence whose name appears on the ballot.

First, potential candidates will be less likely to run for office if they do not have sufficient connections in contributor areas. The empirical evidence indicates that individuals decide to run for federal office if they believe that they have a realistic chance of winning that office. Candidates only have a realistic chance of winning federal office if they can raise the necessary amounts of money. In the midterm congressional elections in 2014, the lowest amount necessary to raise for a competitive congressional election was between two and three million dollars for a House election and ten to twenty times that for a Senate election.

The resources available in recipient areas are simply insufficient to reach these numbers. In most recipient areas, the most that can be raised within a House district in a recipient area is approximately $500,000. In recipient areas that are part of major metropolitan areas, the most that can be raised within a House district is closer to approximately $750,000, and sometimes slightly more than that. It is extremely difficult—if not impossible, based on past empirics and practice—to raise the necessary

---

168. See Fontana, supra note 112.
169. See id.
money without the appropriate networks and aptitudes in contributor areas.

That means that substantial contributions must be obtained from contributor areas if a potential candidate is to run a viable campaign for Congress. The political science literature has demonstrated that strong, personal relationships facilitate campaign contributions.\textsuperscript{170} The candidates that can raise that kind of campaign cash are therefore those with the strongest connections to contributor areas.\textsuperscript{171}

Second, even if candidates without connections in contributor areas do decide to seek a congressional office, their ability to receive their local, state and national party’s support will be shaped by their contributor-area connections. Political party endorsements of candidates greatly assist these candidates in winning a party primary and becoming the party’s nominee.\textsuperscript{172} Party endorsements can supply campaign funding for the primary candidate, mobilize primary voters, and provide positive media attention.\textsuperscript{173} Parties want to nominate candidates who can win. Political parties will therefore be incentivized to evaluate the contributor-area connections of candidates to see if these candidates can raise money for the campaign.

There is an exception to this de facto contributor-area veto: self-funded candidates. These candidates can generate the campaign cash necessary to run a strong congressional campaign, and therefore have no problems receiving party nominations. Congressional elections therefore feature candidates with very little connection to recipient areas but the capacity to self-fund. Sean Eldridge, for instance, had never lived in the Hudson Valley before moving there and spending $4.25 million of his own money to campaign (unsuccessfully) for Congress.\textsuperscript{174} While self-funded candidates do

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{170} See Clifford W. Brown, Jr., Lynda W. Powell & Clyde Wilcox, Serious Money: Fundraising and Contributing in Presidential Nomination Campaigns 67 (1995); Francia et al., supra note 18, at 14–16.
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\item \textsuperscript{172} See generally Casey B.K. Dominguez, Does the Party Matter? Endorsements in Congressional Primaries, 64 POL. RES. Q. 534 (2011) (describing sources of endorsements and their effect on primary elections); Thad Kousser et al., Kingmakers or Cheerleaders? Party Power and the Causal Effects of Endorsements, 68 POL. RES. Q. 443 (2015) (analyzing empirical studies about the connection between endorsement and voting for candidates).
\item \textsuperscript{173} See Kousser, supra note 172, at 445–47.
\item \textsuperscript{174} See James Kirchick, The Rise and Fall of Chris Hughes and Sean Eldridge, America’s Worst
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
not have to demonstrate connections to contributor areas, it is almost always the case (given the reality of two economic Americas) that their money comes from contributor areas.

B. CANDIDATE CAMPAIGNS

The congressional campaign is a crucial moment in geographic self-government. During this moment, voters are supposed to learn what they need to know about candidates to make decisions about the best candidate to serve them in office. Candidates in turn learn about voters and what choices in office would best serve their constituents. Because our campaign finance law permits contributor areas to dominate elections in other places, the congressional campaign faces incentives to become something different. Contributor areas use their control to shape the staffing, strategies and issues being debated in recipient areas in a way that appeals to contributor areas. Campaigns in one place become about the concerns of another place.

First, contributors in all forms will often request (or even demand) that campaigns in recipient areas hire staffers these contributors know well as a condition of continuing to fund recipient area candidates. Candidates will not dare endanger losing that amount of campaign cash. Candidates therefore comply with these demands. Contributors from recipient areas will prefer staffers that they know from their activities in contributor areas. Hiring campaign staff for the congressional campaign connected to the contributor can signal to the contributor the ideological affinity between the candidate’s campaign and the ideological goals of the contributor. This can induce more campaign dollars to be spent to support the candidate.

The party’s national congressional campaign staff also will encourage a form of contributor-area control over recipient-area staffing. The overwhelming supermajority of recipient-area campaigns rely on the national congressional campaign committees for major campaign support. National congressional campaign staff will insist that congressional candidates retain the staffers that national party campaign committees desire. The list is composed of party staffers who have worked on presidential campaigns and congressional campaigns in other districts and states.

The result of these dynamics is that campaign staffers hired for recipient-area elections have little knowledge about the issues facing the particular district or state in which the campaign is transpiring. Staffers have spent their formative campaign years learning the issues and strategies of contributor areas. Campaign staffers—with aspirations focused elsewhere—have little incentive to learn about the particular recipient district or state. These staffers do not remain involved in the recipient-area politics once the campaign is over. Contributor-area staffers are and remain outsiders to recipient areas. If a congressional candidate for whom the campaign manager or finance director works loses the race, but still appeals sufficiently to the party committee or Super PAC contributor from the contributor area elsewhere, there could be even greater opportunities in the future in other campaigns in other places.

Once contributor-area staffers are tasked to operate in recipient areas, a mismatch results. These staffers are different than the local leaders, media and voters they are trying to persuade. These staffers might try to make their recipient-area candidate truly a recipient-area candidate, but have a distorted vision of the recipient area. Because these contributor-area staffers cannot help but see things through their contributor-area eyes, they cannot help but make recipient-area campaigns about contributor-area concerns—and recipient-area voters can tell.

Many campaigns are aware of this mismatch, and try to manage the cognitive dissonance between non-local staff and local elite, media and


179. See id. at 256 (“[A] direct voter contact strategy employed by labor unions is different. Unions have a more stable, known pool of surrogates . . . . But the typical candidate campaign, which arises for a short-term election season and relies on willing volunteers, exhibits the features of the principal-agent problem.”).

180. Many empirical studies have started to find, for instance, that as campaign contributions disseminate to recipient areas, campaign strategies used by the same campaign staffers proliferate all of these campaign races. See Nyhan & Montgomery, supra note 176, at 293.

181. See Enos & Hersh, supra note 178, at 255 (providing empirical evidence of this mismatch).
voters. In the 2008 presidential campaign, the Obama campaign encouraged campaign staffers to highlight their credentials as a local volunteer when this was true.¹⁸² During the 2012 presidential campaign, Ron Paul brought many staff members from outside of the state to work on the Iowa caucus. He informed these volunteers that they should “look, dress, shave, sound and behave in a way” that would be more authentically Iowan.¹⁸³ Recipient-area candidates will use predefined scripts and ensure that campaign staffers use these scripts.¹⁸⁴

Second, contributors make recipient-area campaigns about contributor areas not just by the staff they help place in recipient areas, but also through direct coercion and persuasion. Contributors donate—and donate to particular candidates—for ideological reasons.¹⁸⁵ This means that candidates are incentivized to align their campaigns with the ideologies of contributor-area contributors if they want their contributions.¹⁸⁶ As one leading study found, “[a]mong both Republican[] and Democrat[] [senators], the average ideological congruence [with major] donors is nearly perfect.”¹⁸⁷ The result is that recipient-area candidates take positions that represent the ideological priorities and preferences of contributor areas.¹⁸⁸

¹⁸². See Suggested Script, Walk for Change Weekend, OBAMA ‘08, https://web.archive.org/web/20080704113148/http://my.barackobama.com/page/content/0609/resources (last visited Aug. 21, 2017) (“Hi . . . I’m a local volunteer with Barack Obama’s presidential campaign. Today people all across America are talking with their neighbors about how we can change the direction our country is heading in . . . .”).


¹⁸⁴. See generally David W. Nickerson, Quality is Job One: Professional and Volunteer Voter Mobilization Calls, 51 AM. J. POL. SCI. 269 (2007); David W. Nickerson & Todd Rogers, Political Campaigns and Big Data, 28 J. ECON. PERSP. 51 (2014).


¹⁸⁷. Michael J. Barber, Representing the Preferences of Donors, Partisans, and Voters in the U.S. Senate 80 PUB. OPINION Q. 225, 238 (2016). See also McConnell v. FEC, 540 U.S. 93, 182 (2003) (“Large soft-money donations at a candidate’s or officeholder’s behest give rise to all of the same corruption concerns posed by contributions made directly to the candidate or officeholder,”), overruled in part by Citizens United v. FEC, 558 U.S. 310 (2010); id. at 308 (Kennedy, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part) (“[T]he making of a solicited gift is a quid both to the recipient of the money and to the one who solicits the payment . . . .”).

C. CANDIDATES IN OFFICE

Our constitutional system is meant to generate incentives for those in legislative office to focus on their constituents.\textsuperscript{189} Members of the House face reelection every two years by their constituents in their districts.\textsuperscript{190} Members of the Senate face reelection every six years by their constituents in their state.\textsuperscript{191} The campaign finance system that permits contributor areas to dominate recipient-area elections, though, provides members of Congress with incentives to focus on contributor areas.\textsuperscript{192}

First, the empirical evidence suggests that the desire to achieve reelection is at the top of the list of legislators’ desires.\textsuperscript{193} As a practical matter, the overwhelming supermajority of members of the House and Senate do not fear losing their seats if they seek reelection.\textsuperscript{194} Only if something dramatic happens does a member of Congress genuinely fear losing their seat.

That something dramatic can be the introduction of large sums of campaign contributions supporting actual or potential opponents. The presence of a well-funded opposition substantially reduces the power of


\textsuperscript{190} See U.S. CONST. art. I, § 2 (“The House of Representatives shall be composed of Members chosen every second Year.”).

\textsuperscript{191} See U.S. CONST. amend. XVII (“The Senate of the United States shall be composed of two Senators from each State, elected by the people thereof, for six years.”).

\textsuperscript{192} See Baker, \textit{The More Outside Money}, supra note 7 (“The more money a member of Congress gets from donors outside the district, the less that member represents his or her constituents’ preferences.”).

\textsuperscript{193} For the classic account, see David R. Mayhew, \textit{Congress: The Electoral Connection} 108, 112, 115, 127 (1974). The account has been complicated to include other legislator motivations, but the reelection imperative still prevails. See Einer Elhauge, \textit{Are Term Limits Undemocratic?}, 64 U. CHI. L. REV. 83, 111 (1997).

incumbency.\textsuperscript{195} For financial support of an actual or potential opponent to be significant, it must be in the millions of dollars. Given the geographical distribution of campaign contributions, that means that only an opponent who can raise substantial contributions in contributor areas threatens an incumbent.\textsuperscript{196} These major campaign contributions will have to originate in contributor areas. Incumbent members of Congress in recipient areas take steps to cultivate support in those contributor areas.\textsuperscript{197}

Second, legislators seek greater amounts of power to pursue ideological or material gains, either through obtaining more power in their current positions or through obtaining more powerful positions in the future.\textsuperscript{198} Many sitting members of Congress do—or would if possible—desire greater status or power within Congress, or even higher office. To obtain greater power within a current position or higher office, even greater amounts of money will need to be raised in the future, and thus even closer relationships with contributor areas will be necessary to raise that money. To obtain higher office or greater power within a current position, more elite media attention will be necessary, and these media networks are also located in contributor areas. Future ambition is therefore also tied to contributor areas.

D. SURROGATE REPRESENTATION

Geographic self-government is not the only unit of self-government in the American system. National self-government defines the American


\textsuperscript{198} See Richard F. Fenno, Jr., Home Style: House Members in Their Districts 137 (1978) (demonstrating that members of Congress desire reelection but also power in Congress and more desirable public policy resulting from that power); Morris P. Fiorina, Representaties, Roll Calls, and Constituencies 31 (1975) (“Reelection, legislative influence, prestige, policy, higher office, public service—all may play their part.”). As Joseph Schlesinger famously noted, “an ambitious politician must act today in terms of the electorate he hopes to win tomorrow.” Joseph A. Schlesinger, Ambition and Politics: Political Careers in the United States 6 (1966).
political system as well.\textsuperscript{199} The goal of any American system of campaign finance law should be to balance local and national self-government. Scholars who have written about money traveling across districts and states have noted the benefits for self-government of contributing to elections far away without considering the costs—because they have not noticed the geographical inequality resulting from this form of campaign-contribution practice.\textsuperscript{200}

Those who have defended the current system have used the lens of “surrogate representation.” As Jane Mansbridge famously noted:

Surrogate representation, both state- and nationwide, plays the normatively critical role of providing representation to voters who lose in their own district. Because both federal and state electoral systems use single member districts, with first-past-the-post, winner-take-all majority elections, citizens whose preferred policies attract a minority of voters in their own districts could theoretically end up with no representation at all in the legislature.\textsuperscript{201}

Americans do live in a national political unit,\textsuperscript{202} and do identify with this national political unit.\textsuperscript{203} There are substantial benefits, then, to permitting them to identify with other parts of the national political unit—even if those parts of the national political community are parts of a different district or state political community.

Surrogate representation might be normatively desirable, but not if it comes at the significant cost of meaningful geographic self-government. The

\textsuperscript{199} See Bluman v. FEC, 800 F. Supp. 2d 281, 288 (D.D.C. 2011) (“It is fundamental to the definition of our national political community that foreign citizens do not have a constitutional right to participate in, and thus may be excluded from, activities of democratic self-government. It follows, therefore, that the United States has a compelling interest for purposes of First Amendment analysis in limiting the participation of foreign citizens in activities of American democratic self-government, and in thereby preventing foreign influence over the U.S. political process.”), aff’d, 565 U.S. 1104 (2012) (mem.).

\textsuperscript{200} For the most significant description of the problem, see the excellent discussion in Briffault, supra note 12, at 38–41.

\textsuperscript{201} Mansbridge, supra note 71, at 523. See also Bulman-Pozen, supra note 12, at 1136 (“Americans . . . seek to create momentum for a particular policy or political party, to build a real-life example to inform national debate, or simply to take comfort in knowing that their preferences are actual policy—and their partisan group is in control—somewhere.”); Pettyp, supra note 12, at 87 (“If one’s political identity is bound up with that of the nation, one has strong social-psychological incentives to secure congressional leadership that is compatible with one’s own preferences.”).

\textsuperscript{202} For instance, Americans from all places elect a single president for the entire country. The same House of Representatives and Senate represent Americans from all places.

\textsuperscript{203} See, e.g., Edward L. Rubin, Poppy Federalism and the Blessings of America, 574 ANNALS AM. ACAD. POL. & SOC. SCI. 37, 45–46 (2001) (“At present, the United States is a socially homogenized and politically centralized nation.”).
goal is to balance surrogate and geographical representation, rather than to have one swallow and subsume the other. Scholars discuss surrogate representation as not undermining geographical representation. To them, surrogate representation implicitly or explicitly features a roughly egalitarian, two-way direction of contributions traffic. In return for a campaign finance law that provides national self-government benefits, there is very little negative in terms of local self-government costs. I can shape campaigns in your home, and you can shape campaigns in my home. Rural upstate New York can contribute to and shape its own campaigns as well as those in New York City, and vice versa.

Campaign finance law undermines this prerequisite of parity. A tiny fraction of individuals and organizations, almost exclusively located in a few metropolitan areas, engage in surrogate representation, and no one else joins them. Recipient areas do not have the resources to contribute in meaningful amounts to contributor areas. There is almost no added national self-government benefit for almost all Americans. On the negative side, the relative amounts of contributions from a relatively small number of different and distant places undermine geographic self-government in most of the United States.

IV. SOLUTIONS

This Part evaluates two different types of responses to the geography of campaign finance law: those targeting where campaign contributions start, and those targeting where campaign contributions finish. Both types of responses have their own distinctive strengths. Both types of responses face significant political difficulties in being enacted. Both types of responses also have their own normative tradeoffs.

Scholars and policymakers have mostly focused on limiting contributions coming from out of district and from out of state. If too much money is coming from too few places, one response is to limit how much money comes from those places. However, focusing on limiting

204. See, e.g., Bulman-Pozen, supra note 12, at 1140 (“[P]olitical participation across state lines reflects and reaffirms the states’ significance as governments and sites of political community. Most narrowly, such participation allows individuals who feel alienated from their own state government to affiliate with another state government.”); Mansbridge, supra note 71, at 522 (“A member of Congress from Minnesota, for example, may lead the Congressional opposition to a war opposed by significant numbers of voters in Missouri and Ohio whose own representatives support the war.”).

contributions from out of district and from out of state has significant problems as a policy matter. Under current doctrine—doctrine that might change depending on the Supreme Court evolves following the addition of Justice Gorsuch—this type of response is almost surely unconstitutional anyway.

This Part also evaluates a different type of response, one that focuses on contribution imports rather than contribution exports. This Part introduces the concept of “political enterprise zones.” One of the policy tools most established in the law to target geographically-focused problems is the notion of “enterprise zones,” policies focused on those places that most need the assistance. Campaign finance law has had no place, but political enterprise zones would make campaign finance law place-conscious. State and local laws have started to utilize this policy design, and this Part evaluates its desirability as a matter of federal law.

Recipient areas would feature disclosure rules that make salient the role of out-of-district or out-of-state contributions. Recipient areas would feature contribution rules that would encourage contributions from within recipient areas to countermand the control generated by contributions from elsewhere. The risk, though, is that these rules would be ineffectual more than counterproductive. This Part considers this risk, and considers the merits of policy tools to address that risk.

A. CONTRIBUTOR-AREA SOLUTIONS

1. Forms

The primary response to the geography of campaign finance law has been to prohibit or constrain out-of-district or out-of-state contributions. Some have proposed an outright prohibition on campaign contributions to candidates running in elections in which the contributors cannot vote. In his book, former Justice John Paul Stevens proposes permitting only voters in an election to be contributors in that election. Oregon voters passed a law


207 See STEVENS, supra note 12, at 59 (“[I]t is unwise to allow persons who are not qualified to vote—whether they be corporations or nonresident individuals—to have a potentially greater power to affect the outcome of elections than eligible voters have.”). See also 52 U.S.C. § 30121(a) (2015)
creating such a rule for state elections in 1994. 208

Others have proposed permitting such contributions, but limiting their aggregate amount. Alaska and Hawaii have created such a rule for state elections. 209 These rules can take several forms. They can prohibit candidates from accepting contributions that exceed a certain amount from out of state or out of district. 210 They can prohibit candidates from accepting a certain percentage of their total contributions from out of state or out of district. 211

The benefits of these solutions should be obvious: they protect the ability of districts and states to self-govern. If there is too much out-of-district or out-of-state money coming into a campaign, these solutions generate a clear legal prohibition preventing that from happening. The ambition is not to generate more money in congressional campaigns, or to generate more different money in congressional campaigns. The ambition is to limit the wrong kind of money in congressional campaigns, and supporters of these solutions believe their policy designs accomplish that.

2. Policy Concerns

Contributor-area solutions have significant normative tradeoffs. First, prohibiting or significantly limiting contributions from elsewhere would undermine some of the benefits that derive from these contributions. Contributions from out of district or out of state generate the benefits of “surrogate representation” by permitting citizens to identify with officials elsewhere. 212 Identifying with candidates that have a real chance of winning office in other places can be the only means by which those in the political


208. See Van Natta v. Keisling, 151 F.3d 1215, 1218 (9th Cir. 1998) (reviewing the constitutionality of an Oregon ballot measure prohibiting state candidates from “us[ing] or direct[ing] only contributions which originate from individuals who at the time of their donation were residents of the electoral district of the public office sought by the candidate”), superseded by Nixon v. Shrink Mo. Gov’t PAC, 528 U.S. 377 (2000).

209. See ALASKA STAT. § 15.13.072 (2016); HAW. REV. STAT. ANN. § 11-362 (LexisNexis 2016). It is also worth noting that the Alaska and Hawaii statutes simply distinguish between in-state and out-of-state contributions. This permits contributions from those within the state but in another electoral district in the state. In other words, it does not create the direct linkage that Justice Stevens suggested. Other states have matched only those campaign contributions received by constituents. See, e.g., ARIZ. REV. STAT. ANN. § 16-946 (2016); CONN. GEN. STAT. § 9-704 (2015); FLA. STAT. § 106.33 (2016); MICH. COMP. LAWS ANN. § 169.212 (West 2005).

210. See ALASKA STAT. § 15.13.072.

211. See id.; HAW. REV. STAT. ANN. § 11-362.

212. See Mansbridge, supra note 71, at 522 (“Surrogate representation is representation by a representative with whom one has no electoral relationship.”).
minority in another place can find a voice that speaks to them and for
them.  

Second, contributions flowing from out of district or out of state do serve important goals in recipient areas. Contributions from out of district or out of state—like all contributions—increase the amount of attention paid to the candidates receiving the contributions. This leads to voters having more information and making more informed decisions. These contributions, by generating more campaign discussion, can also increase voter turnout in recipient areas.

Contributions from contributor areas—the wealthiest and most powerful parts of the United States—also serve as a unique signal of the national significance of a candidate. Voters find it appealing if a candidate in their district or state has a national reputation. Voters also believe that this will yield other, more tangible benefits if that candidate triumphs in their campaign, such as increased governmental spending in their district or state.

3. Constitutional Concerns

Limiting or prohibiting contributions from out of district or out of state

213. Scholars defending the current campaign finance law regime have noted these surrogate representative benefits. See, e.g., Bulman-Pozen, supra note 12, at 1136 (“Americans . . . seek to create momentum for a particular policy or political party [in another state] . . . or simply to take comfort in knowing that their preferences are actual policy—and their partisan group is in control—somewhere.”); Pettys, supra note 12, at 82 (“[A] ny American can claim any member of Congress as his or her own and can direct his or her campaign contributions accordingly.”).


216. This is similar to the data political scientists have generated about the effects of a presidential visit to a district or state. See, e.g., Paul S. Herrnson & Irwin L. Morris, Presidential Campaigning in the 2002 Congressional Elections, 32 LEGIS. STUD. Q. 629, 635–38 (2007) (finding a statistically significant effect generated by presidential visits); Rob Mellen, Jr. & Kathleen Searles, Midterm Mobilization: The President as Campaigner-in-Chief During Midterm House Elections, 1982–2006, 13 WHITE HOUSE STUD. 187, 191–92 (2013) (same).

faces another problem: it is almost surely unconstitutional under existing doctrine.218 Although following the death of Justice Antonin Scalia, doctrine surrounding campaign finance law might have changed if his replacement had been seated by a Democratic president.219 Justice Scalia was a powerful voice for the 5:4 majority in many of the cases that made it more difficult for the government to regulate campaign contributions.220 Now, though, these cases remain good law, and there is little reason to expect that Justice Gorsuch will assist in overruling or undermining the anti-regulatory doctrines of the Roberts Court.221

Under current doctrine, as Richard Briffault has written, “[i]t is virtually certain that the Supreme Court would invalidate laws that target

218. These laws have surprisingly fared differently in different courts. Compare, e.g., State v. Alaska Civil Liberties Union, 978 P.2d 597 (Alaska 1999) (upholding Alaska’s law), cert. denied 528 U.S. 1153 (2000), with Landell v. Sorrell, 118 F. Supp. 2d 459, 484 (D. Vt. 2000) (invalidating Vermont’s law), aff’d in part and vacated in part, 382 F.3d 91 (2d Cir. 2004), rev’d sub nom. Randall v. Sorrell, 548 U.S. 230 (2006). Part of the explanation for this is geographical variation in jurisprudential approaches by judges, but part of the explanation is also the rapidly changing campaign finance law of the Roberts Court. The Alaska decision was reached before cases like Citizens United and McCutcheon, and so its doctrinal structure is outdated. For instance, the Alaska court states that “contribution limits” have not been a particular source of concern for the Supreme Court. See Alaska Civil Liberties Union, 978 P.2d at 62. Recent Supreme Court decisions have noted the constitutional problems with contribution limits. See, e.g., McCutcheon v. FEC, 134 S. Ct. 1434, 1441 (2014) (“The right to participate in democracy through political contributions is protected by the First Amendment”); id. at 1441 (“Congress may not regulate contributions simply to reduce the amount of money in politics, or to restrict the political participation of some in order to enhance the relative influence of others.”).


220. Richard L. Hasen, How Scalia’s Death Could Shake Up Campaign Finance, POLITICO MAGAZINE (Feb. 14, 2016), http://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/02/antonin-scalia-death-campaign-finance-reform-213633#ixzz4H3FzKjyS (“Almost all of the important campaign finance decisions for a generation have been decided by a 5–4 majority on the Supreme Court.”). See Citizens United v. FEC, 558 U.S. 310, 393 (2010) (Scalia, J., concurring) (“[T]o exclude or impede corporate speech is to muzzle the principal agents of the modern free economy. We should celebrate rather than condemn the addition of this speech to the public debate.”).

221. See, e.g., David G. Savage, Gorsuch Dissents as Supreme Court Upholds Ban on Big-Money Gifts to Parties, L.A. TIMES (May 22, 2017, 12:10 PM), http://www.latimes.com/politics/la-na-pol-gorsuch-court-20170522-story.html (“The dissent by Gorsuch is his first and most significant decision since joining the court last month, and it puts him squarely on the side of conservatives and Republican lawyers who believe that limits on political money are unconstitutional.”).
contributions by non-constituents, including those that limit the amount or percentage of total donations a candidate or political committee may accept from non-constituents as well as laws that ban non-constituent donations outright. Limiting or prohibiting contributions from contributor areas would constitute a burden on political speech, and is therefore “subject to exacting judicial review.”

The Supreme Court has been particularly skeptical of prohibiting speech based on the identity of the speaker. Contributor-area solutions are identity-based speech limitations because they prohibit or constrain speech based on the geographical identity of the speaker.

The Court has indicated that preventing quid pro quo corruption or its appearance is an acceptable compelling interest that could justify some burdens on political speech. Quid pro quo corruption is usually defined as “dollars for political favors.” It is hard to see how contributions from out of district or state pose corruption problems. Is it that these contributions are particularly likely to use “dollars for political favors”? If anything, the empirical evidence seems to suggest that these contributors are uniquely motivated by ideological considerations rather than transactional access considerations.

B. RECIPIENT-AREA SOLUTIONS

Information disclosure and contribution regulation are the twin pillars of campaign finance law. Creating geographically targeted approaches to

References:

222. Briffault, supra note 12, at 62.
223. Id. See also Wagner v. FEC, 793 F.3d 1, 5 (D.C. Cir. 2015) (“Laws that regulate campaign contributions . . . are subject to ‘a lesser but still rigorous standard of review.’”) (citations omitted), cert. denied, 136 S. Ct. 895 (2016).
224. See, e.g., Citizens United, 558 U.S. at 340 (prohibiting contribution limitations “distinguishing among different speakers, allowing speech by some but not others”).
225. See Citizens United, 558 U.S. at 359 (“When Buckley identified a sufficiently important governmental interest in preventing corruption or the appearance of corruption, that interest was limited to quid pro quo corruption.”).
227. Id. See also Briffault, supra note 12, at 62 (“As both the Ninth and Second Circuits have noted, there is no reason to believe that a donation from a non-constituent presents a greater danger of corruption than a donation of comparable size from a constituent.”).
228. See Bramlett, Gimpel & Lee, supra note 5, at 572; Gimpel, Lee & Kaminski, supra note 1, at 635; Gimpel, Lee & Pearson-Merkowitz, supra note 1, at 374, 377–78.
229. This will remain the case so long as Buckley v. Valeo remains good law and makes it easier to regulate contributions than expenditures. See Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 23 (1976) (per curiam) (“[E]xpense ceilings impose significantly more severe restrictions on protected freedoms of political expression and association than . . . limitations on financial contributions [and are therefore more suspect].”). See also McCutcheon v. FEC, 134 S. Ct. 1434, 1445 (2014) (“Notwithstanding the robust debate, we see no need in this case to revisit Buckley’s distinction between contributions and
both of these twin pillars—creating political enterprise zones—is another
type of solution to the problematic geography of campaign finance law.
Recipient-area solutions do not focus on what contributor areas cannot do,
but on what recipient areas can do. To be sure, though, both of these steps
have their own problems, but many of these problems can be managed or
mitigated through policy design mechanisms.

1. Placing Disclosure

The geography of campaign finance law generates an informational
problem for congressional elections. Elections work best when voters have
the requisite information about candidates. Voters can then select “the
good types” that share their basic concerns. Voters consider the
geographical background of a candidate for office as relevant information in
assessing whether that candidate is the “good type” like them that they want
to represent them.

Geographically targeted disclosure can therefore provide voters with
the information they need to “follow the money and hold representatives
accountable for any trails they don’t like.” The Supreme Court noted in
*Buckley v. Valeo* that “disclosure provides the electorate with information
‘as to where political campaign money comes from’” in the first place.
Providing voters with information about the origins of contributions “alert[s]
the voter to the interests to which a candidate is most likely to be
responsive.” If outside control of elections is a concern, then, disclosing
expenditures.


information about the geographical origins of contributions could be of assistance.

Current federal law, though, does not provide for a robust regime of geographical disclosure. It only requires the disclosure of the addresses of campaign contributors. This requirement must only be disclosed at the time of the contribution, not at the time of the usage of the contribution. This information need only be disclosed in documents submitted to the Federal Election Commission (FEC), not in any other location. The federal statute requiring that the “address” of the contribution must be disclosed does not require that the address actually be reflective of the geographical origins of the contributions, but simply be reflective of a location sometimes used for business by the contributor.

With this minimal requirement, out-of-district or out-of-state contributions are largely hidden. Candidates do not disclose the geographical origins of the contributions that funded campaign advertisements in the advertisements themselves. Candidates do not publicize the geographical origins of the contributions anywhere other than in obscure FEC documents. Contributions are provided through specially created organizations that sound like recipient-area organizations (the “Alaska First PAC”), and that have an address in recipient areas.

Since more substantial information is not disclosed, recipient-area candidates can focus parts of their campaigns on making themselves seem local—without any meaningfully disclosed information to counter that narrative. If the district or state is rural, then their advertising will focus on the candidate’s experience with the outdoors. If the district or state has many military facilities, then their advertising will focus on the candidate’s experience in or with the military. Voters will not do the research to challenge these authenticity claims, and local media lacks the resources to do so.

Disclosure opponents tend to focus more on how little disclosure does, rather than on the harms it does. Whether that is true for political

237. See id. §§ 30103(b), 30104(c).
238. See id. § 30104(a)(1), (g)(3).
239. See id. §§ 30104(b), 30101(13).
240. See Briffault, Reforming, supra note 205, at 652–53 ("Although it is inherently difficult to measure the contributions not made due to disclosure laws, the significant and rapidly growing number
enterprise zones depends on what type of geographical information is disclosed. If geographically targeted disclosure merely makes more salient the individual or organizational names of the out-of-district or out-of-state contributors, it would have minimal informational effects. Saying that “this advertisement was paid for by Peter Singer,” for instance, would not have resonated much with the voters of rural upstate New York in a recent congressional race that featured many contributions from Singer. If geographically targeted disclosure says after an advertisement that “this advertisement was paid for by a billionaire from New York City,” the influence would be more substantial. If geographically targeted disclosure says after an advertisement that “82 percent of Representative Stefanik’s contributions are from out of district,” that could have an influence somewhere in the middle.

Whether geographical disclosure would matter also depends on the salience of the format by which this disclosure is communicated. Federal law does currently require that multiple disclosures spaced out over a period of time must be made—and made in salient places—when federal law considers that information to be particularly important. BCRA (also known as McCain-Feingold) famously made into federal law a “Stand by Your Ad” provision. BCRA required candidates for federal office—as well as other organizations supporting or opposing federal candidates—to include in political advertisements “a statement [by the candidate] that identifies the candidate and states that the candidate has approved the communication.” Geographically targeted disclosure could likewise be required at the time of contribution and at the time of expenditure.

of large contributions . . . suggest that disclosure laws have not done much to discourage large donations.”).


2. Placing Matching

Geographically targeted matching campaign contributions could be part of political enterprise zones.\textsuperscript{246} Other mechanisms to generate additional campaign contributions in recipient areas appear unlikely to be of assistance because there are not individuals or organizations with the requisite amounts of wealth in those areas. Federal law could supplement the small contributions made in recipient areas with matching public funds.

For every dollar made to a recipient-area campaign by a recipient-area voter, a public match of several dollars would ensue. The FEC already requires contributors to identify their address as part of their contributions.\textsuperscript{247} Once that zip code matches with a recipient-area zip code, a match of several dollars would automatically be deposited in the campaign account of the candidate receiving the contribution.

Similar geographically-targeted matching funds have and do exist elsewhere. Presidential candidates are eligible to receive matching grants if they raise at least $5,000 in at least twenty states.\textsuperscript{248} In New York City, candidates for borough presidents and city council members receive several dollars in a public match for every dollar received from “residents.”\textsuperscript{249}

Matching funds would have two effects to improve recipient-area power in recipient-area elections. First, it would increase the amount of contribution payout from recipient areas even if recipient areas do not increase total contributions. Let us take the New York City match, one of the most successful matching programs in existence. It matches at six dollars for every dollar of contributions, up to $175.\textsuperscript{250} If there was a six-to-one match for recipient-area contributions, then recipient-area contributions would compete with contributor-area contributions.\textsuperscript{251}

\textsuperscript{246} For a discussion of the experiences of different jurisdictions employing matching contributions, see Hasen, supra note 166, at 33; Kenneth R. Mayer, \textit{Public Election Funding: An Assessment of What We Would Like to Know}, 11 \textit{FORUM} 365, 378 (2013). Tax credits have proven to be less effective and less significant, although one could imagine them as a useful and similarly structured supplement to matching programs.

\textsuperscript{247} \textit{See} 52 \textit{U.S.C.} § 30101(13).


\textsuperscript{249} \textit{See} N.Y.C. ADMIN. CODE §§ 3-702(3), 3(2)(a) (2016).

\textsuperscript{250} \textit{See} ANGELA MIGALLY & SUSAN LISS, BRENNAN CTR. FOR JUSTICE, \textit{SMALL DONOR MATCHING FUNDS: THE NYC ELECTION EXPERIENCE} 4 (2010).

\textsuperscript{251} The proposed matching programs that Congress has considered would use matching for congressional and presidential elections. For these elections—within certain limitations—the match would be four to one. \textit{See} S. 752, 111th Cong. § 523(a) (2009); H.R. 1826, 111th Cong. § 523(a) (2009) (introduced by Senators Dick Durbin (D-IL) and Arlen Specter (D-PA), and by Representatives John
Second, matching programs could actually increase recipient-area contributions even before there is a multiple match. Matching programs in political enterprise zones would be a highly salient program. It would serve as a form of concentrated benefit provided to these areas, rather than the more diffuse and therefore unnoticed benefit of providing a little bit of public money to a lot of people in a lot of places. There is evidence that other salient matching programs in specific jurisdictions have had this effect. In New York City, the number of donors increased by 35 percent after the multiple match program commenced. New York residents were four times more likely to contribute to city elections (with multiple matching) than to state races (with no multiple matching).

Political scientists have demonstrated there is a political talent drain plaguing recipient areas as well. More cash from recipient areas would give recipient-area candidates more incentives to hire staffers with connections in the recipient-area district or state. More cash would mean that expatriates with political talent could also move back and add their political talent to recipient-area causes.

There are problems that some matching programs face, although policy designs could be used to address some of these problems. Other matching programs—like the New York City program—conceived of their role as also limiting the total cost of campaigns. Matching contributions are only for smaller contributions. Matching contributions are also only for individual

Larson (D-CT) and Walter Jones (R-NC)). Even at four to one, recipient-area contributions exceed contributor-area contributions. The presidential matching program is a dollar-for-dollar match. See I.R.C. § 9034(a) (2012).

252. See Migally & Liss, supra note 250, at 17.

253. See id. at 13.

254. See Overton, supra note 104, at 1297.

255. See Gimpel, Lee & Thorpe, supra note 1, at 25–27.

256. The scholarship indicates that “localness” is a means of connecting with voters. See Enos & Hersh, supra note 178, at 255; Gur Huberman, Familiarity Breeds Investment, 14 REV. FIN. STUD. 659 (2001); Gregory S. Thielmann, Local Advantage in Campaign Financing: Friends, Neighbors, and Their Money in Texas Supreme Court Elections, 35 J. POL. 472 (1993). If connecting with recipient-area voters was not that significant previously because it would not produce major campaign contributions, then political enterprise zones changes that.

257. See New York City, N.Y., Local Law No. 8, § 1 (Feb. 29, 1988) (describing the Act as intended “to reduce improper influence of local officers by large campaign contributions and to enhance public confidence in local government”). See also id. (“[I]t is vitally important to democracy . . . to ensure that citizens, regardless of their personal wealth, access to large contributions or other financial connections, are enabled and encouraged to compete effectively for public office . . . .”).

258. See Migally & Liss, supra note 250, at 4 (“[S]tarting in the 2001 elections, the City matched the first $250 of each contribution at a four–to-one ratio. . . . the City further democratized the system, when it lowered the matchable amount to the first $175 of each contribution.”).
Public funding programs that try to limit the total cost of campaigns eventually result in certain candidates opting out of public financing altogether. Certain recipient-area candidates would likely do the same. Imagine a Senator Tom Cotton (R-AK) or Representative Elise Stefanik (R-NY), two young political stars from recipient areas. Contributor-area support for their candidacies was substantial enough that they likely would have or could have exceeded any spending limitations. Political enterprise zones would, in all likelihood, increase the total amount of spending in campaigns anyway, so a spending limitation would make no sense for other reasons.

Another concern is related to the argument behind “the hydraulics of campaign finance reform.” Contributions find a way to where they are needed and where they can be used, and contributions can increase in amount if needed as well. With political enterprise zones increasing recipient-area contributions, wouldn’t contributor-area contributions just increase proportionately to ensure their continued significance? This could be true, but would be a question of calibrating multiple matches at the right amount. At some level of multiple matching, contributor areas will decide to stop increasing contributions, and will either focus all their contributions in some areas or contribute relatively less to more areas.

3. Placing Concerns

The classic concern with place-based policies is that they neglect to
consider the mobility of human capital. Individuals have incentives to receive the subsidies from places and use these subsidies where they will attract the greatest return—which could mean another place. This could mean relocating shortly after receiving the subsidies, or outsourcing many responsibilities to be performed outside of the place intended to receive the subsidies.

These concerns about place-based policies do not apply with as much force in the context of congressional elections. Places will continue to need representation in the House of Representatives and the Senate regardless of whether these places are economically desirable locations. We are not trying to maximize efficiency. We are trying to achieve representation. Put another way: political places will and must continue to exist, even though economic places might not.

There is also less concern about the mobility of human capital as regards political enterprise zones. One feature of place-based policies, particularly in Europe, is the presence of “clawback” provisions. These provisions require—as a condition of accepting place-based subsidies—that the subsidies not be used in the near future in other places.

The nature of politics means that clawback provisions are less necessary for political enterprise zones. Political candidates running for office in one place tend not to run for office in another place. Their connections and name recognition are not perfectly geographically portable. Running in a different place seems like political opportunism rather than political authenticity. A political candidate benefitting from political enterprise zones might run for a higher office (i.e., Senate after House) or a lateral office (i.e., Governor after House) in the same location, but is less likely to use the political capital built in a recipient area in another area.

Political enterprise zones do not present constitutional problems. There are no convincing First Amendment concerns. The Court still clearly permits campaign finance disclosures. The doctrine does not require that a danger


265. See Larry C. Ledebur & Douglas Woodward, Adding a Stick to the Carrot: Location Incentives with Clawbacks, Recissions, and Recalibrations, 4 ECON. DEV. Q. 221, 226 (1990); Schragger, supra note 31, at 508–12.

266. See, e.g., Bowler, Donovan & Snipp, supra note 10, at 475–76.

of corruption be demonstrated in order to sustain a disclosure rule.\footnote{268} Placing campaign finance matching is not a burden on speech. Unlike \textit{Arizona Free Enterprise v. Bennett}, the subsidies are not “in direct response to the political speech of another.”\footnote{269} Political enterprise zones are more like the “viewpoint-neutral subsidy given to one speaker” that the Court has decided does not constitute a burden.\footnote{270}

Distinguishing between places for purposes of political enterprise zones does not pose a series Equal Protection Clause problem. Place is not a suspect or quasi-suspect classification pursuant to Equal Protection doctrine.\footnote{271} Federal law constantly makes distinctions based on geographical location.\footnote{272}

If these enterprise zones do burden speech or create problematic distinctions, a form of place-based equality—often called federalism in the doctrine\footnote{273}—can be an interest to justify political enterprise zones. The Court has generally said there is no valid state interest “in equalizing the relative ability of individuals and groups to influence the outcome of elections.”\footnote{274} The Court has never, though, addressed whether place-based equality would be a valid interest, and indeed has found doctrinal means to avoid addressing that question.\footnote{275}

A place-based equality rationale asks the conservative Justices normally skeptical of campaign finance regulation to balance that against


\footnotetext{270}{\textit{Id}.}

\footnotetext{271}{\textit{See Parents Involved in Cnty. Schs. v. Seattle Sch. Dist. No. 1}, 551 U.S. 701, 789 (2007) (Kennedy, J., concurring in part) (approving the use of geographical considerations in drawing school district boundaries); Pyke v. Cuomo, 567 F.3d 74, 78 (2d Cir. 2009) (deciding that geographical classifications are not “insidious proxies for suspect racial classifications”); St. John’s United Church of Christ v. City of Chicago, 502 F.3d 616, 638 (7th Cir. 2007) (deciding and explaining why the Supreme Court has decided that geographical classifications are not subject to heightened scrutiny).}

\footnotetext{272}{\textit{See generally Thomas B. Colby, In Defense of the Equal Sovereignty Principle, 65 DUKE L.J. 1087} (2016) (explaining and justifying these rules).}

\footnotetext{273}{Many of the passages praising federalism in the Court’s oft-quoted \textit{Gregory v. Ashcroft} opinion reference place-based considerations. \textit{See Gregory v. Ashcroft, 501 U.S. 452, 458 (1991)} (“[Federalism] assures a decentralized government that will be more sensitive to the diverse needs of a heterogeneous society; it increases opportunity for citizen involvement in democratic processes; it allows for more innovation and experimentation in government.”).}

\footnotetext{274}{Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 48 (1976) (per curiam).}

\footnotetext{275}{\textit{See Citizens United v. FEC, 558 U.S. 310, 362} (2010) (“We need not reach the question whether the Government has a compelling interest in preventing foreign individuals or associations from influencing our Nation’s political process.”).}
their normal concern for federalism. Political scientists writing about judicial behavior have noted that judicial behavior is multi-dimensional. When many issues are involved in a case, preferences along many dimensions must be measured. It could be that conservative Justices skeptical of campaign finance regulation are more supportive of it when the interest asserted is place-based.

Indeed, these concerns have received doctrinal recognition in other situations by judges otherwise skeptical of regulating speech. A three-judge panel in the District of Columbia recently upheld a constitutional challenge to prohibitions of campaign contributions on similar grounds. It was a conservative judge (Brett Kavanaugh, now elevated to the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit) who wrote the opinion upholding the prohibition on foreign contributions.

CONCLUSION

The increasingly salient sense that our campaign finance law permits electoral control by the powerful and not by the people has become a central concern on both sides of the ideological aisle. Lost in this discussion, though, is another empirical truth of modern politics: it is the people in a very few places in the United States that control politics in the rest of the United States. If you want to know who will run and win the next election for Congress in small town U.S.A.—or Pittsburgh or Portland—ask those in a few secluded neighborhoods in Houston or New York City. Every citizen has a place, and so every citizen should find the absence of place in campaign finance law troubling in our large republic.

James Madison characterized the concentration of power as “the very definition of tyranny.” Campaign contribution power is now geographically concentrated. For Democrats and Republicans alike, how their candidacies for Congress fare and how their time in Congress goes will depend heavily on what happens when they travel to a few metropolitan areas. We have taken a dynamic and diverse country and squished power in

276. See generally Benjamin E. Lauderdale & Tom S. Clark, The Supreme Court’s Many Median Justices, 106 AM. POL. SCI. REV. 847 (2012) (noting cases in which different doctrinal stimuli point towards different doctrinal outcomes).


278. However, threads in the Bluman opinion do seem to distinguish between contributions by those outside of the country and contributions by those outside of the state or district. See Briffault, supra note 12, at 62 (“[Bluman] treat[s] ‘the American political community’ as the relevant political community for campaign finance purposes . . . .”). See Bluman, 800 F. Supp. 2d at 288–90 (“[C]itizens of other states and municipalities are all members of the American political community.”).

279. See THE FEDERALIST NO. 47, supra note 8, at 303 (James Madison).
that country into a few street blocks. Americans of differing ideological perspectives might not be able to agree on much, but they surely all agree that this is a problem that we can identify and start to address.